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good morning ladies and gentlemen on                                            
this Thursday welcome to ask the                                                
theologian I'm delighted that you have                                          
joined us poorer biblical theological                                           
worldview questions always love to take                                         
them yesterday we had a question about                                          
converge the former Baptist General                                             
Conference I gave very little                                                   
information because I am NOT an expert                                          
on converge but I did happen to take a                                          
little look here and consider their                                             
statement of faith which is on the                                              
converge website converge dot o-r-g and                                         
here as you see they've got a rather                                            
minimal statement of faith which is not                                         
unusual for either churches or                                                  
denominations you know let me just say                                          
it probably ought to be unusual it's not                                        
unusual for our ministry as well we've                                          
got a very minimal statement of faith                                           
that really kind of tells where we're                                           
distinct from common evangelicalism or                                          
even common fundamentalism and so I                                             
think it's probably it is what it is                                            
it's impossible to put everything but                                           
for the most part churches and                                                  
denominations have been very minimalist                                         
in their theological statement this is                                          
probably unfortunate and probably we                                            
ought to foster an environment where we                                         
say you know I really want a little bit                                         
more than just the standard basics                                              
here's foundational issues of our                                               
theology and this is why I believe on                                           
our website anyway last time I checked                                          
which has been a long time ago I think                                          
it talks about our distinctives here's                                          
where we're distinct from standard                                              
evangelical statements of faith but                                             
let's look at this standard evangelical                                         
statement of faith for just a moment                                            
again this is the converge website our                                          
belief the Word of God we believe that                                          
the Bible is the Word of God fully                                              
inspired and without error in the                                               
original manuscripts what that tells us                                         
right there that little phrase right                                            
there is that they are not King James                                           
only and probably we could                                                      
suspicions that they'd be open to most                                          
Bible translations so I could suspicion                                         
that if that's proper English I could                                           
that if I were to go into a convergence                                         
Church I might find King James or I                                             
might find new American Standard or                                             
probably just because there it appears                                          
to me trying to be popular I probably                                           



find the ESV used from the pulpit that                                          
would just be my guess but that's fur                                           
comes from reading a lot of statements                                          
of faith it is written under the                                                
inspiration of the Holy Spirit and has                                          
and it has supreme authority in all                                             
matters of faith and conduct now that's                                         
a it's a decent statement of faith on                                           
the Bible I think that statements of                                            
faith on the Bible probably ought to say                                        
we believe that the Bible is the 66                                             
books bound together that you have to                                           
almost define Bible today but                                                   
nonetheless they've got a decent                                                
statement of faith I think it could be                                          
strengthened it's a decent statement of                                         
faith now that really doesn't mean that                                         
they carry that out this is the brochure                                        
and you have to always check to see how                                         
do they actually use the Bible that we                                          
would only know unfortunately by a                                              
little bit of practice a statement of                                           
God the Father and then the Holy Spirit                                         
we believe in God the Father an infinite                                        
personal spirit I'm not exactly sure                                            
what they mean by that but I think I'll                                         
go with it perfect and holiness wisdom                                          
power and love we believe that he                                               
concerns himself mercifully in the                                              
affairs of people but he hears and                                              
answers prayer that he saves from sin                                           
and death all who come to him through                                           
Jesus again you you could write a book                                          
to try to be adequate and then you would                                        
be inadequate in that so I'm gonna go                                           
for it                                                                          
we believe in the Holy Spirit who came                                          
forth from the father and son to convict                                        
the world of sin righteousness and                                              
judgment judge                                                                  
and regenerates sanctified empower all                                          
who believe in Jesus Christ this right                                          
here that the spirit regenerates                                                
sanctifies and empowers all who believes                                        
tells me they are not Calvinists that is                                        
not a Calvinist statement the Calvinist                                         
statement would have the regeneration                                           
prior to believing not regenerating all                                         
who believe but regenerates basically to                                        
believe it's very subtle but it's not a                                         
Calvinist statement there we believe                                            
that the Holy Spirit indwells every                                             
believer in Christ and that he is an                                            
abiding teacher and guide now what I'm                                          
interested here is what it doesn't say                                          
about the Holy Spirit first of all it                                           
doesn't really talk about the person of                                         
the Holy Spirit I'm going to assume they                                        
believe in the person of the Holy Spirit                                        
strong strong Trinitarian doctrine and                                          
that that just doesn't fit so I'll give                                         
them on that I understand but they don't                                        



tell us what they believe the Holy                                              
Spirit's role is today simply that we                                           
believe he indwells every believer and                                          
that he is an abiding helper teacher and                                        
guide does converge have a belief in the                                        
current gifts of the Holy Spirit                                                
what is the outworking of the Holy                                              
Spirit in the believer today they don't                                         
mention that which tells me it's                                                
probably a big tent organization that                                           
maybe doesn't have a lot of charismatic                                         
but also doesn't have an avenue to keep                                         
the organization from becoming                                                  
charismatic I want to look into that and                                        
to consider that just a little bit and                                          
put that together okay the church let me                                        
back up just a little bit their                                                 
organization here seems a little I'm not                                        
sure if you're supposed to go right                                             
right to left or I tend to go down in                                           
columns but we've got the Trinity God I                                         
think I should have gone God the Father                                         
God the Son God the Holy Spirit so let's                                        
back up here to the Trinity we believe                                          
there is one living and true God                                                
eternally existing in three persons that                                        
got that there that these are equal in                                          
every divine perfection and they execute                                        
distinct but harmonious offices in the                                          
work of creation Providence and                                                 
redemption I think this last statement                                          
here perhaps could use a little work                                            
because it looks like Father Son and                                            
Holy Spirit and I don't think they mean                                         
that but it's a it's an adequate                                                
statement there we believe in Jesus                                             
Christ God's only begotten son conceived                                        
by the Holy Spirit this is actually                                             
conceived in his incarnation by the Holy                                        
Spirit so a little bit loose there we                                           
believe in his virgin birth sinless life                                        
miracles and teachings we believe in his                                        
substitutionary atonement in death but I                                        
know what I mean bodily resurrection                                            
ascension into heaven perpetual                                                 
intercession for his people and personal                                        
visible return to Earth okay                                                    
again adequate we've looked at the Holy                                         
Spirit regeneration this is salvation we                                        
believe that all people are sinners by                                          
nature and by choice if you're a sinner                                         
by nature I don't know that it matters                                          
if you're a sinner by choice so why not                                         
just put sinners sinner by Nature and                                           
again that I've seen enough to say                                              
they're not a Calvinist organization but                                        
that says they also have not questioned                                         
the standard reformed theology that has                                         
inundated Baptists life and evangelical                                         
life because sinner by nature is a total                                        
depravity issue so they're at least                                             
reformed in that regard how does this                                           



come about it comes about because the                                           
Reformers didn't didn't do their work                                           
very well is what it comes about and and                                        
and now you only have Catholic theology                                         
and Reformation theology and                                                    
unfortunately there's very little                                               
says I am NOT Catholic and I am not                                             
reformed this statement here at least                                           
comes into reform that they're sinners                                          
by nature and by choice which wouldn't                                          
matter because they're sinners by nature                                        
therefore under condemnation again I                                            
think they ought to go back and listen                                          
to what is reformed theology the series                                         
that we've got I would completely                                               
eliminate this statement and reword this                                        
statement does that mean I don't believe                                        
that we're separated from God and                                               
sentenced to an eternal hell                                                    
absolutely it doesn't believe it doesn't                                        
mean that I certainly believe we are                                            
separated from God but I would put a                                            
different cause to it the same problem                                          
to it we believe that those who repent                                          
of their sins and trust in Jesus Christ                                         
as Savior are regenerated by the Holy                                           
Spirit once again that's not a Calvinist                                        
statement it it is almost an Armenian                                           
statement but not completely an Armenian                                        
statement but certainly it involves some                                        
works here you must repent of their sins                                        
I know that if any of them are listening                                        
they're saying no no no no no no so                                             
let's see they're no works no works no                                          
works but you do have to repent but                                             
that's not work that's not work to                                              
repent of you to quit doing all that                                            
stuff                                                                           
that you've done by nature and by choice                                        
that is not works I don't get it                                                
somebody explain it to me looks like                                            
works to me so they add the work of                                             
repentance I'd ask someone at the                                               
Baptist job excuse me the source a                                              
Baptist General Conference to converge                                          
I would ask someone at converge exactly                                         
what sins they have to repent of and to                                         
what degree and for how long do they                                            
have to have repented of it and what                                            
evidence do they have to show to repent                                         
of it what happens is the argument falls                                        
apart you cannot continue to argue it so                                        
what they've done here is just accept                                           
again the sort of standard                                                      
some kind of talk that's a little bit                                           
cat like it's a little bit Calvinist                                            
it's a little bit evangelii venge                                               
allistic and very few people question                                           
the assumption so we'll go for it I                                             
think their statement on regeneration                                           
really needs some work let's go down to                                         
the church we believe in the universal                                          



church I don't know why but because                                             
everybody does I guess so you have to                                           
which is they say a living spiritual                                            
body of body of which Christ is the head                                        
and all regenerated persons are members                                         
now what I would have done is said we                                           
believe in the body of Christ of which                                          
all regenerated persons our members                                             
would have ended up almost the same                                             
thing but wouldn't have borrowed this                                           
Catholic term not a biblical term by the                                        
way but a Catholic term why why even                                            
believe in a universal Church why not                                           
just believe in the body of Christ in                                           
the body of Christ in which Christ his                                          
head and all the regenerated all                                                
regenerated persons are members of the                                          
body of Christ you don't have to call                                           
that a universal Church you can call                                            
that you know the steam engine the                                              
caboose the thingy whatever you want to                                         
call it but they call it universal                                              
Church because they've adopted that                                             
Catholicism hand me down and I well I                                           
don't want to do that personally so I                                           
believe in the last part of their                                               
statement I would drop the term                                                 
universal Church then it says we believe                                        
in the local church of course universal                                         
Church versus local church they pretend                                         
like this is in the Bible it's not but                                          
we believe in the local church                                                  
consisting of a company of believers in                                         
Jesus Christ baptized on a credible                                             
profession of faith I'm not sure first                                          
of all what a credible profession of                                            
faith is but does a does faith itself                                           
save that's what I want to know from                                            
Converged does faith save or does it                                            
have to be a profession of faith that                                           
saves and if it's a profession of faith                                         
that saves is any profession of faith                                           
saved or does it have to be a credible                                          
profession of faith so they move                                                
faith to profession of faith to credible                                        
profession of faith so there there are                                          
two steps removed from faith itself I                                           
think that needs work I think they would                                        
agree with me if they stop and think                                            
about it a little bit that yeah that                                            
needs work that it is faith by grace                                            
through faith not by grace through a                                            
profession of faith nor by grace through                                        
a credible profession of faith that you                                         
are saved it is by grace through faith                                          
now to give them a little credit here                                           
they're not talking about how to be                                             
saved they've had the regeneration                                              
statement that needs a little work                                              
they're talking about who's in the                                              
church and within the local church a                                            
local church I believe has the right to                                         



determine who becomes part of that                                              
church we'll use the word member yeah                                           
who becomes a member of that church and                                         
they can say you've got to have faith we                                        
want a profession of faith we want a                                            
credible profession of faith we                                                 
determine that for us a credible                                                
profession of faith is water baptism                                            
that's what they've determined that's                                           
what they're they're good with you know                                         
I'm honestly okay with it for that                                              
church now other churches that don't                                            
believe in water baptism for example I'm                                        
honestly okay with that as well                                                 
depending on where they're coming from                                          
but the the grace churches that don't                                           
believe in water baptism they would say                                         
no no no that is not allowed but then                                           
they would have some different standards                                        
for them on how you accept a member into                                        
the church what is it that it takes it                                          
takes something so I'll grant that here                                         
we're talking about the local church and                                        
there's got to be some basis of                                                 
membership for converge its baptized on                                         
a on a credible profession of faith that                                        
obviously is going to be subjective to                                          
that local church and let's see the                                             
local church consists of this company                                           
believers that is associated for worship                                        
work and fellowship as                                                          
you know I don't know where teaching is                                         
I would put that maybe it's just                                                
inclusive of worship so it looks like                                           
that we believe that God has laid upon                                          
the members of the local church the                                             
primary task of giving the gospel of                                            
Jesus Christ to the lost world a                                                
interesting place to put that basically                                         
they say it is the the the believers                                            
task to give the gospel of Jesus Christ                                         
not the the church as a whole it's                                              
rather the members if I am reading that                                         
correctly Christian conduct we believe                                          
that Christians should should live for                                          
the glory of God and the well-being of                                          
others that their conduct should be                                             
blameless before the world that they                                            
should be faithful stewards of their                                            
profession possessions and that they                                            
should seek to realize for themselves                                           
and others the full stature of maturity                                         
of Christ                                                                       
that might be the best statement they've                                        
got so far I would agree with him and I                                         
like by the way that they should be                                             
faithful stewards of their possessions                                          
so far unless we run into it in a moment                                        
so far it doesn't mention tithing which                                         
tells two tells me they at least had                                            
some dispensationalists in there that                                           
kept that Baptist group from from                                               



putting tithing as as in their statement                                        
of faith just faithful stewardship is                                           
what they've got the ordinances very                                            
standard Baptist we believe that the                                            
Lord Jesus Christ has committed to                                              
ordinances to the local church baptism                                          
and the Lord's Supper we believe that                                           
baptism is the immersion of believer in                                         
water in the name of the triune God we                                          
believe that the Lord's Supper was                                              
instituted by Christ for commemoration                                          
of his death we believe that these two                                          
ordinances should be observed and                                               
administered until the return of the                                            
Lord Jesus Christ only thing I would say                                        
there again that's very very bad just                                           
very standard Baptist and that is the                                           
interpretation that they have given of                                          
the instructions of baptism and the                                             
Lord's Supper I think that they they                                            
ought to join this Baptist in saying are                                        
they really ordinances or or do we just                                         
observe or have two observations of                                             
testimony one a testimony                                                       
to the death burial and resurrection of                                         
Jesus Christ one a testimony to the                                             
death of Jesus Christ in Baptism and the                                        
Lord's suffer they have a statement on                                          
religious liberty which again is very                                           
Baptist that is its Baptist to have a                                           
statement on religious liberty the                                              
Baptist's were one of really where we're                                        
the group of the free church movement to                                        
believe in religious liberty it is maybe                                        
the distinctive of being Baptist is this                                        
belief in religious liberty so very                                             
Baptist in this we believe that every                                           
human being has direct relations with                                           
God and is responsible to God alone in                                          
all matters of faith that each Church is                                        
independent and must be free from                                               
interference by any ecclesiastical or                                           
political authority that Jesus therefore                                        
that excuse me that therefore church and                                        
state must be kept separate as having                                           
different functions each fulfilling its                                         
duties free from dictation or patronage                                         
of the other I think it's a pretty good                                         
statement of religious liberty now I                                            
think it contradicts just a bit with                                            
their statement on cooperation we                                               
believe that local churches can best                                            
promote the cause of Jesus Christ by                                            
cooperating with one another in                                                 
denominational organization okay it is                                          
their belief they kind of have to                                               
believe that because they are a                                                 
denomination and so they come together                                          
with a conviction now I kind of think                                           
that this is a distinctive and I talked                                         
about the need for distinctives more                                            
than your doc I don't I don't think in                                          



their theology classes that convert                                             
seminaries they have classes on the                                             
doctrine of cooperation that just                                               
happens to be this is the way we think                                          
best that you can carry out the work of                                         
Christ is by cooperating with one                                               
another in a denominational organization                                        
such an organization whether it's the                                           
conference or the district conference                                           
that's that's internal wording there                                            
which is I'm kind of odd to go in a                                             
statement of faith but it exists                                                
and functions by the will of the                                                
churches okay I agree with that the                                             
denomination exists by the will of                                              
churches cooperation is a conference                                            
with voluntary is in in a conference is                                         
voluntary and may be terminated by at                                           
any time churches may likewise cooperate                                        
with interdenominational fellowships on                                         
a voluntary independent basis now all of                                        
that says hey we ought to work together                                         
in a denomination that is we're not                                             
independent Baptists is what they're                                            
saying and independent Baptists                                                 
certainly have no issue with cooperating                                        
and fellowshipping with one another and                                         
even networking together with one                                               
another they do it all the time and they                                        
do it in love and in passion honestly                                           
but this statement here on church                                               
cooperation by its inclusion and even by                                        
its wording I think shows one of the                                            
problems of denominations is that they                                          
inevitably become heavy-handed so they                                          
inevitably say oh you're free                                                   
independent autonomous you ought to be                                          
that way it's what they said in the                                             
religious liberty statement you ought to                                        
be free independent autonomous do                                               
everything on your own and the best                                             
thing that you can do is cooperate with                                         
us I mean that's the biblical thing                                             
that's the thing to do so there's a                                             
little bit of forked tongue that comes                                          
about there I speak there more from                                             
experience than the words right here                                            
then finally they talk about the last                                           
things we believe in the personal and                                           
visible return of the Lord Jesus Christ                                         
to earth and the establishment of his                                           
kingdom we believe in the resurrection                                          
the body the final judgment the eternal                                         
Felicity of the righteous and the                                               
endless suffering of the wicked okay                                            
couple of things I would say about this                                         
this tells me that converge is a big                                            
tent organization I kind of guessed that                                        
because they used to be called the                                              
Baptist General Conference and now they                                         
call themselves converge that's that                                            
shouts out big tent everybody welcome                                           



now                                                                             
that then gives me the clue we don't                                            
want to offend anybody in our statement                                         
of faith on the last thing                                                      
we believe in the personal and visible                                          
return of the Lord Jesus to earth and                                           
the establishment of his kingdom that is                                        
almost a premillennial statement but if                                         
they weren't all that concerned about                                           
being a big tent organization they would                                        
have just said we believe in the                                                
premillennial return of Jesus Christ to                                         
earth to establish his kingdom that                                             
would have been definitely a                                                    
premillennial statement but they didn't                                         
give that they gave almost a                                                    
premillennial statement this is a                                               
statement that the premillennialists                                            
will sit back and probably not question                                         
the assumptions and say yeah yeah yeah                                          
that's what I did and and they won't                                            
have to deal with the issue but they can                                        
sneak in the post millennialist s-- not                                         
the al millennialist that they'll know                                          
and is known fit but the post or the pre                                        
do fit in this let's look at it again we                                        
believe in the personal and visible                                             
return of the Lord Jesus Christ to earth                                        
that includes pre-post and all and the                                          
establishment of his kingdom now the                                            
problem here is i guess you could                                               
squeeze the amillennialists here again                                          
if you butter up that pig enough you can                                        
get them through the door and so here is                                        
and the establishment the return and the                                        
establishment I would have preferred it                                         
said and then the establishment this                                            
would allow for postmillennialism in one                                        
sense it would allow for amillennialism                                         
though they don't fit as well but it                                            
could but this is just a very broad                                             
statement here goes on to say of course                                         
we believe in the resurrection of the                                           
body but they don't speak about when                                            
they don't speak about whether this is                                          
at the rapture they don't separate the                                          
resurrection out in the first                                                   
resurrection the second resurrection the                                        
rapture resurrection any of that so                                             
basically their statement of last things                                        
is we have to give a statement of last                                          
things but we don't want to give a                                              
statement of last things and so we're                                           
going to give a statement of last things                                        
that kind of doesn't say anything but                                           
makes everybody happy that's my view of                                         
the                                                                             
the statement of converge right there                                           
once again some of you converge pastors                                         
out there already converge                                                      
denominational people I would love to                                           
interact on that to see if I'm accurate                                         



or inaccurate adopted by the Baptist                                            
General Conference 1951 reaffirm 1960                                           
amended in 1997 read converged documents                                        
policies resolutions to learn more about                                        
our beliefs as I said you can't fit all                                         
of it in one there and let's see Jerry                                          
had a word here that I think relates                                            
said recently a pastor whose church                                             
website says they are affiliated with                                           
converge let a prayer conference at the                                         
church that made movies Sherwood Alabama                                        
Georgia your thoughts not surprised the                                         
I am I am guessing again someone from                                           
converged set me straight if I'm wrong                                          
here but I am guessing converge the                                             
Baptist General Conference used to be an                                        
almost fundamentalist organization kind                                         
of like the general Association of                                              
regular batteries it used to be almost a                                        
fundamentalist organization but my guess                                        
is they they they wanted to wear skinny                                         
jeans and you couldn't do that in the                                           
Baptist General Conference it was way                                           
too old Swedish Baptist and some of the                                         
new people were coming in probably                                              
fueled by their seminaries and I do not                                         
recall exactly what seminaries they have                                        
is is Western seminary up in Oklahoma is                                        
that bebés General Conference converged                                         
seminary Western conservative I think is                                        
called I'm not sure but but I'm gonna                                           
guess that from there seminaries they                                           
were putting out students who became                                            
pastors and                                                                     
birds churches babbles General                                                  
Conference searches and they went back                                          
to their little churches in Minnesota                                           
and they said you know we are way too                                           
old and way too Swedish and way too                                             
Baptist and our world is young and not                                          
Swedish and not Baptist and so we need                                          
to quit being old Swedish and Baptist we                                        
need to be something different and so                                           
they came up with a word that means                                             
nothing that converged they made up the                                         
word because you can't look it up and                                           
then find you know that means something                                         
I guess converges actually a word isn't                                         
it but they made that as so meaningless                                         
and would be interesting to see what                                            
1997 revisions were made at how that                                            
probably loosened some things actually                                          
be my guess I'm not totally sure about                                          
it it would be interesting to go back                                           
and see us some of the resolutions in                                           
some ways that say things have changed                                          
but nonetheless they wanted to become                                           
evangelicals is what they wanted church                                         
growth would be better publicity would                                          
be better they wouldn't be old Swedish                                          
and Baptist anymore and that would make                                         
them cool and if they were cool they                                            



would be invited to lead prayer                                                 
conferences at Sherwood church in Albany                                        
and you know what a what a blessing that                                        
would be to be in part of the the bigger                                        
universal church family                                                         
I think they messed up and all that I my                                        
guess is there's not much blessing or                                           
benefit left and probably when you lose                                         
your distinctives                                                               
you lose your reason for existing so my                                         
guess is that converge put a nail in the                                        
casket when they became converge in                                             
trying to become all things to all                                              
people                                                                          
pardon me for speaking using Paul's word                                        
and there's a little different context                                          
and a totally different application but                                         
in trying to be all things to all people                                        
a church or a denomination becomes                                              
nothing and                                                                     
nothing church and a nothing                                                    
denomination is not needed there's                                              
there's plenty of them they can go for a                                        
while cuz I've got some money in the                                            
bank you know and and people who haven't                                        
died yet and they can fool a few people                                         
when we come in here so it'll last a                                            
while but it's it's done with I'd say                                           
the same with the Southern Baptist                                              
Convention Baptist General Convention                                           
lets you excuse me the general                                                  
association of regular Baptist it's                                             
going down the same path doing the same                                         
thing so losing your distinctives you                                           
lose your reason to exist and you know                                          
Randi web ministries has some doctrinal                                         
distinctives that really Drive what we                                          
do and that's probably the reason you                                           
come here and listen because we're                                              
distinct from other Q&amp;A programs or                                         
we're distinct from other Bible teaching                                        
programs so it's not hard to find Q&amp;A                                       
it's not hard to find Bible teaching                                            
so-called but it's hard to find this                                            
kind of distinctive Bible T's so that's                                         
what gives you your life so I'd say to                                          
converge go back to being the Baptist                                           
General Conference and be old Swedish                                           
and Baptist you'll probably make more                                           
impact on your community and that was                                           
the case my guess is that Baptist                                               
General Conference was far more                                                 
effective when it was old Swedish and                                           
Baptist effective at reaching young non                                         
Swedish non Baptist people it was more                                          
effective when they knew what they were                                         
getting when they came in you know I get                                        
from time to time you do too I get phone                                        
calls that show my local number but                                             
they're actually in you know Calcutta or                                        
Bora had one this morning from New York                                         
I believe it was and showed up as a                                             



local number and I almost always say you                                        
know what I don't really like to do                                             
business with places that are gonna lie                                         
to me right up front I want a place                                             
that's distinct I want a place that says                                        
we're proud of who we are and we're                                             
gonna be that I think that converge                                             
messed up and carrying that out                                                 
through all of that                                                             
Jerry another comment on that Albany                                            
Georgia Sherwood conference says one of                                         
the highlights of the prayer conference                                         
was to learn how to pray a 10-second                                            
prayer over someone as you are                                                  
witnessing to them Sherwood is supposed                                         
to be SBC I'm sure what is SBC as you                                           
can tell from the movies they put out                                           
their feel-good movies without much                                             
doctrine leaning charismatic kind of all                                        
over the place but I don't honestly I                                           
don't know if you need a conference on                                          
how to pray a 10-second prayer over                                             
someone is your witnessing to them I                                            
think any of us who have ever witnessed                                         
have done lots of those 10-second                                               
prayers I mean just as quickly as we                                            
could sometimes silently sometimes out                                          
loud without a conference save the time                                         
and money probably all all good okay                                            
let's me gets here into our questions                                           
that we've got all coming in today and                                          
I've been talking about converge so long                                        
that I need to get to your questions                                            
Stephen in North Carolina says how how                                          
do you define the difference let's see I                                        
had lost part of that question here how                                         
do you how do you define the difference                                         
between the spiritual and physical                                              
worlds or do you differentiate between                                          
yes I'm glad he goes on to say just your                                        
opinion thank you because I love to give                                        
my opinion I and the nice thing about an                                        
opinion is nobody can prove you that you                                        
have a bad opinion that's my opinion so                                         
I think there is the the unseen world                                           
spiritual world and there is the                                                
physical fleshly world Paul talks about                                         
if                                                                              
you walk in the spirit you will not                                             
fulfill the lusts of the flesh so he                                            
talks about walking in the flesh let's                                          
say physical world or walking in the                                            
spirit let's say spiritual world now the                                        
truth is that you cannot fully separate                                         
those because this spiritual unseen                                             
world is intertwined in this physical                                           
scene world and there is the the                                                
spiritual in and around and through the                                         
physical so I'm not sure that you can                                           
totally separate those out and say you                                          
know there's a person who lives just in                                         
the spiritual world no because he sits                                          



down and has lunch and you know sleeps                                          
at night and all those kind of things                                           
that are a part of the physical world we                                        
still do so I think that even when Paul                                         
talks about walking in the spirit our                                           
walking in the flesh he's talking about                                         
which he says he's talking about are we                                         
going to to remember that there is more                                         
to this world than the physical if all                                          
we have is the physical then all we need                                        
to concern ourselves with is the                                                
physical and if all we need to concern                                          
ourselves with is the physical then we                                          
determine how do I feel best how do I                                           
look best how do I act best what's best                                         
for me and my family this basically by                                          
the way is a materialistic worldview                                            
everything is material this is the                                              
evolutionary worldview that there's not                                         
any spiritual forces out there but                                              
everything is just in the physical and                                          
so the the the only kind of it's not                                            
even a spiritual aspect but the only                                            
kind of spiritual aspects that say an                                           
evolutionist or materialist gives is                                            
that they would come along and say my                                           
actions do affect his response and                                              
therefore I'm going to act or speak in                                          
such a way so as he responds in                                                 
such a way so as to feed what I need                                            
physically he's going to pay me more                                            
money or he's going to pay me a                                                 
compliment or whatever it is so that's                                          
the only aspect of spirituality for                                             
someone who has rejected the spiritual                                          
world they believe that everything is of                                        
the physical world including might I say                                        
you know if I if I say I think here of                                          
the lady who spoke to Winston Churchill                                         
one morning and said to Winston                                                 
Churchill Sir Winston Churchill you are                                         
drunk and reportedly he said unto her                                           
not only am I drunk I'm very drunk but                                          
this afternoon I'll be sober and you                                            
will still be ugly now there's a                                                
spiritual aspect of that isn't there                                            
that says okay sticks and stones can                                            
break my bones and words they very much                                         
hurt me right that's that's the only                                            
kind of spirituality that a                                                     
materialistic worldview has that there                                          
is that unseen force but it's the force                                         
of words the force of meaning the force                                         
of heart they have that kind of                                                 
spiritual aspect but they fail to                                               
recognize that there is a spiritual                                             
aspect of the forces of darkness if you                                         
will the principalities that that are                                           
out there the the messengers of God the                                         
angels of God the eternal life so I                                             
think the really the way to                                                     
differentiate is that which is eternal                                          



and that which is temporary and for a                                           
believer everything physical is                                                 
temporary because heaven and earth will                                         
pass away and so we only wear our                                               
ultimate life is built towards the                                              
spiritual and Varion is our focus but in                                        
it let's say in                                                                 
we come together for a church service                                           
and say all our we're only going to                                             
focus on the physical today excuse me                                           
let me say that everyone come together                                          
for a church service we're only gonna                                           
focus on the spiritual all our mind will                                        
be on the on the spiritual now turning                                          
your hymnal it's a hint number 653 wait                                         
a minute that's physical and you know to                                        
come along and say you know as as we                                            
turn I'd like you know wait I'm getting                                         
a little feedback right see there found                                         
them asleep didn't I                                                            
this is why we get feedback and because                                         
the sound guy gotta sleep on you there                                          
right yeah and we appreciate them all                                           
nonetheless but there's that there's so                                         
much of the physical when we come                                               
together for the spiritual you cannot                                           
deny the fit let's meet at this                                                 
particular place let's stand let's sit                                          
let's bow our head let's turn up the air                                        
conditioner down the heater or whatever                                         
it is and all that so I don't think that                                        
you really fully can pull that out now                                          
this related question do you believe                                            
that a person gets a new spirit nature                                          
when they are saved you know I'd like to                                        
dig into the scripture there and see we                                         
become a new creature when we're saved                                          
no doubt about it we are living in the                                          
same spiritual world we are given the                                           
Spirit of God within us to help open our                                        
eyes and empower us spiritually but I                                           
think so much of it really does become                                          
where is our focus where is our intent                                          
what is our ultimate reality that we are                                        
looking at through there the challenging                                        
question from a psychology mind I                                               
appreciate your your question there but                                         
I think there needs to be the the                                               
recognition of the spiritual world in                                           
our daily lives                                                                 
to carry that out appreciate that okay                                          
Danny has a question when someone tells                                         
me a loved one of theirs has died is it                                         
okay to ask if they trusted Jesus you                                           
know I am going to say yes and I'm also                                         
going to say to everything there is a                                           
season we we obviously want to have                                             
empathy for the person who has just lost                                        
their loved one and there's a time and a                                        
place for everything and I would find a                                         
good way to ask the question be very                                            
careful that you're not asking the                                              



question in such a way that you're                                              
saying is in hell now because that's not                                        
going to honor God you them help anybody                                        
so I think we could we can say things                                           
like tell me tell me about your dad your                                        
brother your mom your whatever it is                                            
tell me about them we're listening for                                          
signs of faith maybe they just say you                                          
know he was a butcher a baker                                                   
candlestick maker and did it for 40                                             
years down at the butcher baker                                                 
candlestick maker company and we don't                                          
get anything so then maybe we can say                                           
tell me about his faith it's a way to                                           
allow the person to talk about him not                                          
to put them on the spot but to open up                                          
the door tell me about your dad's faith                                         
and then they're able to say maybe you                                          
know my dad we witness to him so many                                           
times it grieves me I I never was able                                          
to hear him tell me that he had placed                                          
his faith in Jesus Christ or maybe you                                          
know said oh but you know dad he as a                                           
young man was a believer took us to                                             
church when we were young but you know                                          
then he got out of sorts with the                                               
preacher and he's been mad at the church                                        
ever since and he read his Bible and he                                         
he had he joined you know Bible studies                                         
on Thursday night Randy white ministries                                        
but he didn't go to a church                                                    
but man he loved the Lord and he knew                                           
his word okay I know something now so                                           
tell me about their faith I think would                                         
probably be the West best place to to                                           
start and then let them open up and let                                         
them put it again find a way to ask the                                         
question in a way that shows that you do                                        
love that person the the living person                                          
you care for them you hurt for them you                                         
feel for them in the loss whether or not                                        
their loved one has gone to heaven or                                           
gone to hell you you certainly feel for                                         
the loss that they have and then there                                          
is a desire that you have as well to be                                         
able to celebrate that they're in heaven                                        
or grieve that they're not but I think                                          
that we have to be again just what did                                          
what if I get these words right of the                                          
Lord gentle as doves wise as serpents                                           
gentle as doves and take that that                                              
wisdom and that gentleness as you come                                          
into that to seek that question Anthony                                         
good to see you again and Corpus Christi                                        
what are your thoughts on conditional                                           
ISM watch the lecture by Edward fudge                                           
and while I do not agree with his                                               
conclusion I found it less heretical                                            
than I expected let's first of all for                                          
those who are unsure what we're talking                                         
about let it let's go to Wikipedia how's                                        
that let's see what they say about                                              



Christian conditional ISM I'm going to                                          
bring this up where you can read this a                                         
little bit we won't read it all                                                 
obviously in Christian theology                                                 
conditional ISM or conditional                                                  
immortality is a concept in which the                                           
gift of immortality is attached to or                                           
conditional upon belief in Jesus Christ                                         
the doctrine is based in part upon                                              
another theological argument that the                                           
human soul is naturally more                                                    
immortality or eternal life is therefore                                        
granted to God as a gift this viewpoint                                         
stands in contrast to the more popular                                          
doctrine of natural immortality of the                                          
soul                                                                            
conditional ISM is paired with mortal                                           
ISM and annihilationism the belief that                                         
the unsaved will ultimately be destroyed                                        
and ceased to exist rather than suffer                                          
unending torment in hell the view is                                            
also connected with the idea of soul                                            
sleep in which the dead sleep                                                   
unconscious until the resurrection of                                           
Jesus Christ to stand for a Last                                                
Judgement before the world to come and                                          
speaks about obviously some more issues                                         
now once again that is Wikipedia                                                
probably could refine that here there                                           
that's what Wikipedia is but it gives                                           
you a general understood understood                                             
statement of what conditional ISM is so                                         
to put that in Randy white words                                                
conditional ISM is the idea that you are                                        
going to die and cease to exist or                                              
you're going to accept Jesus Christ and                                         
have eternal life and therefore not                                             
cease to exist when you die that is then                                        
to say there's a corollary to that if                                           
you will that conditional ism does not                                          
believe that the one who has not                                                
accepted Jesus Christ as their Savior                                           
has sit-ins themselves to an eternity in                                        
hell because they would say there is a                                          
there's there's just no existence for                                           
them there is an annihilation that comes                                        
from them now I think that if you if you                                        
that you can let me say this I put my                                           
words together I think you can build an                                         
argument for conditional ISM but only by                                        
proof texting what I mean by that is you                                        
can find texts which in and of                                                  
themselves lend you                                                             
or lend some credibility to the idea of                                         
conditional ISM he shall not die but                                            
have everlasting life                                                           
the it's a it's a conditional statement                                         
your options are die or have everlasting                                        
life whoever believes in Me will not die                                        
but he will have everlasting life                                               
though he were dead yet shall he live                                           
so there are particular passages of                                             



scripture which can be used to support                                          
conditional ISM I would suppose Edward                                          
fudge who sports conditional ISM                                                
probably believes in that idea I'm not a                                        
fudge expert that kind of fudge anyway                                          
and and I would also suppose that those                                         
who hold to conditional ISM by the way                                          
Jehovah's Witness hold to conditional                                           
ISM believe in annihilationism those who                                        
hold to conditional ISM I would say                                             
likely have a very well built and                                               
logical argument this is one of the                                             
flaws I think of Christian thinking and                                         
Christian theology is we assume that                                            
those who hold let me borrow the word                                           
heresy here those who hold heretic alai                                         
Diaz just do so because they are dumb as                                        
a box of rocks and haven't they ever                                            
heard about you know this scripture over                                        
here and that you know they just don't                                          
get it and and yet then when we go back                                         
we find out oh you know that's actually                                         
a very logical argument here so it would                                        
be interesting and maybe sometime we                                            
should together you know interact with                                          
fudge and see his arguments here's my                                           
guess though and I haven't seen this so                                         
I could be wrong but my guess is he                                             
builds some logical arguments and if you                                        
only have his arguments it supports                                             
conditional ISM but what about some                                             
other scriptures that may go at                                                 
against his arguments or what about                                             
these some underlying assumptions that                                          
he has here the underlying assumption is                                        
that the human is created mortal or or                                          
is now after the fall at least is mortal                                        
we would have to go back to that very                                           
issue                                                                           
are we mortal or are we immortal                                                
there's certainly a part of us that is                                          
mortal no doubt about it this mortal                                            
must put on immortality                                                         
so is there life after death is the                                             
question there is is there a life after                                         
death for every living human soul is                                            
there life after death that's what I                                            
want to argue first if we take that                                             
assumption that there's not life after                                          
death you just die then I can find                                              
scriptures to support that and I could                                          
build a very illogical argument I just                                          
think we've got a question the                                                  
assumptions not the argument so you know                                        
I think probably if we were debating                                            
fudge we could probably could come back                                         
and say wait a minute she'll she'll is                                          
the place of the dead but it does not                                           
seem to be where the dead are dead the                                          
words of Jesus would speak about you                                            
know the the afterlife                                                          
now even bollinger believed in soul                                             



sleep I disagree with Bollinger on that                                         
completely he believed that there was a                                         
real resurrection of the dead but the in                                        
the interim he believed in soul sleep so                                        
it's a conditional conditionality how's                                         
that that goes and and so Bollinger is                                          
dismissive of the story of Lazarus and                                          
the rich man because it doesn't go with                                         
his worldview I think that's the wrong                                          
way to go about it but even a even if                                           
fellow smartest bollinger ends up there                                         
so my thoughts on conditional ISM are                                           
that it makes this assumption to go back                                        
to Wikipedia here for just a moment it                                          
makes this assumption that we have let's                                        
see attitude immortality is attached                                            
to believe the doctrine is based upon                                           
let's say a theological argument that                                           
the human soul is naturally immortal                                            
that's where it begins right there the                                          
human soul is natural said immortal the                                         
human soul is naturally mortal let's                                            
build that argument the you could go and                                        
read about Christian mortal ism there                                           
also of course in all of that and take                                          
care of that issue there but interesting                                        
word and concept there I I reject                                               
conditional ISM and I think fudge                                               
probably has a pretty good argument I                                           
think his argument has just flawed in                                           
some of its assumptions that's a little                                         
bit obviously that is a guess because                                           
I've not listened to fudge in his                                               
argument there let me say I commend you                                         
for watching some of these things                                               
because it is important I think that                                            
we're able to interact with a with an                                           
argument fully and my guess is that if                                          
fudge were listening to this today he                                           
would say wait wait wait wait wait you                                          
don't even know my argument and he'd be                                         
right and I I get frustrated myself that                                        
people are always condemning that which                                         
I believe that they misunderstand that                                          
which I believe that creates a straw                                            
straw man argument so probably even                                             
unconditional ISM we got to come back                                           
and get to know that argument before we                                         
can utterly reject the argument and I'm                                         
ok with that I just think that in the                                           
end we're going to come out rejecting                                           
the idea of mortal ism and accepting an                                         
immortal idea of being created in the                                           
image of God right from the beginning                                           
and not losing that we're still created                                         
in the image of God I believe and so                                            
have we lost that that immortality no we                                        
brought about a physical death that has                                         
come about thank you appreciate that boy                                        
I just realized I got a bunch of                                                
questions I should hurry                                                        
shouldn't I and let's see Rene says with                                        



the boys in the Bible who were killed by                                        
bears actually little boys went one                                             
writer said they were actually young men                                        
you know they did get onto the him for                                          
being bald-headed right so you think I'm                                        
I think let's see what is that passage                                          
of Scripture see if we can put this set                                         
together I am just almost sure they were                                        
not let's say toddlers second Kings                                             
chapter two it looks like and verse 23 I                                        
believe let's see second Kings 2:23 here                                        
we go he went up from thence unto Bethel                                        
he was going by there there came forth                                          
little children out of the city and                                             
mocked him and said go up now bald head                                         
go up that bald head he turned and                                              
looked upon them cursed them in the name                                        
of the Lord and there came forth to                                             
she-bears out of the would tear forth a                                         
and tear 42 of those children be careful                                        
what you say about ball headed men                                              
that's the moral of the story or is it                                          
let's speaking of bollinger let's see                                           
what he has to say                                                              
little children he says young man Hebrew                                        
nah-nah are used of Isaac when he was 28                                        
years old Joseph when he was 39 years                                           
old and reborn 40 years old so I would                                          
question the assumptions and make sure                                          
that that's true but I'm gonna assume                                           
that he's not mistaken on this so if                                            
that word is used of 28 years old Isaac                                         
and 40 year old rebola                                                          
then you know doesn't necessarily talk                                          
about you know three four five year olds                                        
that are here                                                                   
you know I also assume that there's not                                         
42 five-year-olds running around                                                
together or even eight-year-olds for                                            
that matter and he also says here go up                                         
the bald head                                                                   
Bollinger says an open insult avenged by                                        
Elijah's Elijah's God in a way suited                                           
for that dispensation though not for                                            
this go up may have referred to Elijah's                                        
translation that is when Elijah went up                                         
into heaven all material ends us a                                              
blasphemous insult out raging Jehovah's                                         
own act and so basically this go up what                                        
he's saying is that means die die you                                           
bald-headed man die is what they're                                             
saying to him and that obviously is an                                          
insult to the work that God is doing it                                         
and has chosen now this comes in                                                
somewhat again as Bollinger says that                                           
was a well suited for that dispensation                                         
but not for this and that he that was a                                         
day in which God put his anointing down                                         
on certain men and I'm gonna use a                                              
scripture just slightly out of context                                          
but you know touch not God's anointed                                           
and this is what they were doing is                                             



touching God's anointed I say that's                                            
slightly out of context because                                                 
originally it was about the king or in                                          
its original context it was the king who                                        
was God's anointed but that's what                                              
they're doing here basically now I'm not                                        
God's anointed I happen to be a person                                          
who desired the offices of a bishop and                                         
that's a good thing so you know you can                                         
make fun of my bald head all day long                                           
I'm gonna make fun of the fact that you                                         
have to take care you're here I don't                                           
have to I'm get ready quicker than you                                          
can but it it it clearly was more than                                          
he just got up in a bad mood and then                                           
these kids come along and I saw someone                                         
put a little meme out this morning and                                          
said something like the                                                         
have one of those days when you envision                                        
yourself with a stick in your hand and                                          
everybody looks like a pinata                                                   
well maybe that was his day you know got                                        
a stick in his hand and you boys look                                           
like a pinata I'm gonna do you in I                                             
don't think we can put it off of that                                           
Elijah was just grumpy that day and God                                         
you know helped out in the matter and                                           
sent these two she bears out to to tear                                         
42 of my notice of business I kill it is                                        
to tear 42 of them that word to cleave                                          
to force a breach so it doesn't                                                 
necessarily say they died by the way                                            
it's and I was I looked closely because                                         
I thought two bears killing 42 kids                                             
that's him                                                                      
that's a work of a barrel right it's                                            
definitely a mama bear but I don't think                                        
two Bears could kill 42 kids but it                                             
doesn't say kill them it says to tear                                           
them so probably what we've got as young                                        
men here you know an interesting thing                                          
to do would be Youngs literal says                                              
little use and Darby says little boys be                                        
interesting to go back into bishops                                             
Bible Geneva's Bible some of those and                                          
try to see where this come came from and                                        
to do a word study on that but if indeed                                        
it can be used of REO boom when he's 40                                         
years old any no little boy so worthy of                                        
questioning that issue thank you very                                           
much                                                                            
and see we have from a question from                                            
Darby very good David Darby do you teach                                        
or put any emphasis on progressive                                              
sanctification I don't I used to because                                        
I was an evangelical Polly wants a                                              
cracker and evangelicals parrot                                                 
but as I began to see that we are                                               
complete in Christ how how are we                                               
complete and we're becoming more                                                
complete and wouldn't progressive                                               
sanctification be a lot on me rather                                            



than upon the the righteous my                                                  
righteousness in Christ so I don't teach                                        
progressive sanctification I reject the                                         
kind of evangelical view that we are                                            
saved at a point of time and then we're                                         
sanctified over time and then we're                                             
glorified at a point of time I think the                                        
salvation is one package deal and that                                          
when I am saved I am made righteous in                                          
Christ his righteousness is within me                                           
and that even as a saved person my                                              
righteousness is just filthy rags it was                                        
true before I'm saved it's true you know                                        
in these days that I am saved my                                                
righteousness is just filthy rags so I                                          
reject the idea of progressive                                                  
sanctification I think that when you                                            
look into that in the scriptures you                                            
find that actually it is not a biblical                                         
idea it's a theological idea that the                                           
theologians have come up with and I I                                           
reject the idea somewhere maybe it was                                          
in I have to look for it I do have a                                            
lesson somewhere on progressive                                                 
sanctification I'm not exactly sure                                             
where that lesson on on progressive                                             
sanctification is I've only done I think                                        
it was one session I did a full thing on                                        
progressive sanctification in which I                                           
reject it and give the reasons I'll have                                        
to find that argument there David                                               
appreciate that and with a name like                                            
Darby it's got to be good thank you                                             
you all know about the John Nelson Darby                                        
Academy by the way it's the online                                              
Academy for grades 3 through 12 and                                             
we're coming up to the end of the school                                        
year got some good students this year                                           
and looking for more next year would                                            
love to J and Darby Academy o-r-g that's                                        
where you look at for that and let's see                                        
a question that                                                                 
I'm gonna go mr. Smith because I'm not                                          
sure how you pronounce the first part of                                        
that who is the Israel of God in                                                
Galatians 6:16 I think that I'll answer                                         
this briefly let me do say that we've                                           
got if I don't have it up here but if                                           
you go to the little search function on                                         
ask the theologian and put Israel of God                                        
or Galatians 6:16 answered the question                                         
just not too many months ago and                                                
probably went into it and war death and                                         
let me say we have a book a booklet a                                           
really forthcoming that answers this                                            
question by our friend pastor drew in                                           
Calhoun Georgia and he's done it did                                            
such a great job on this little paper                                           
that I said hey we need to put that into                                        
a book and so that's forthcoming within                                         
the next couple of months                                                       
I think the Israel of God is Israel                                             



there's not an Israel of Satan and this                                         
is you know that that is that Israel st.                                        
over there that's you know that old now                                         
the Israel of God is the nation of                                              
Israel or I use that term nation in a in                                        
a in a kind of broad sense it's the                                             
Jewish people and especially the remnant                                        
of the Jews the the nation that's going                                         
to be given the Kingdom that Israel that                                        
nation is the Israel of God I don't                                             
think it's the church I think that that                                         
is an argument that that doesn't hold                                           
water in my book anyway Thank You Craig                                         
let's see boy I'd like to answer this                                           
question myself who do you identify with                                        
I see you somewhere between a hyper                                             
dispensationalists and a Baptist what                                           
other Bible teachers teach the same                                             
theology that you teach yeah you know I                                         
my problem is that in where I land                                              
theologically I'm rejected by the                                               
Baptist's                                                                       
I am rejected by the hyper                                                      
dispensationalists I am rejected by the                                         
midex dispensationalists I'm rejected by                                        
the Calvary Chapel I'm rejected by do                                           
you get the pattern here I do have a                                            
little bit of a hybrid theology I would                                         
say I hope it's a biblical theology by                                          
the way you know I find a lot of welcome                                        
anyway among independent fundamentalist                                         
Baptist I think one of the reasons is I                                         
do have a Baptist background I do preach                                        
out of the King James and promote in                                            
support King James I so I bring that to                                         
the table with me but also the fact that                                        
the I'm fundamentalist I believe in the                                         
doctrine of separation I am independent                                         
there's where I really you know find                                            
associate I am I have become I didn't                                           
used to be this way but I'm anti                                                
denominational and so I'm independent                                           
I'm fundamentalist I'm largely Baptist                                          
though the Baptist certainly the                                                
denominations don't want me so yeah I'm                                         
kind of a mix of that hyper                                                     
dispensationalists you know I talked                                            
about I loved Bullinger I reject his                                            
acts 28 positions so I can't really be                                          
considered hyper dispensationalists as                                          
they normally use the term                                                      
I'm a dispensationalist who's hyper                                             
however you've watched this program long                                        
enough to know that so so I'm not I                                             
couldn't be called a Bollinger right in                                         
the way that term is used but I probably                                        
use Bollinger more than just about                                              
anyone else I like like the Berean Bible                                        
study which is often called ultra                                               
dispensationalist or amid acts                                                  
dispensationalist one of my good friends                                        
of course Brian Ross David read others                                          



who are associated with the grace                                               
movement of American theology some                                              
people would call that the mid axe                                              
movement and yet I have not rejected                                            
water baptism for this age nor the Lord                                         
for this age they most most of that                                             
group has rejected water baptism but not                                        
the Lord's Supper so I don't really fit                                         
in that group and they reject me and so                                         
everywhere I am nobody likes me but I                                           
don't need a reason to live I need an                                           
African violet that's some Ness and I'm                                         
just gonna study the Word of God and try                                        
get my African violet to bloom there's                                          
where I am with African violets now so                                          
you know on this one of the Bible                                               
teachers teach the same theology that                                           
you teach I don't know that there are                                           
any any completely because I reject bits                                        
and pieces of all of them again I think                                         
if you don't read Bollinger you you have                                        
read yet I think if if you don't read                                           
Sir Robert Anderson who was many ways a                                         
hyper ultra dispensationalist you got to                                        
read you know Sir Robert Anderson aye                                           
aye but but I I use a Scofield Bible and                                        
agree with so much the Scofield in fact                                         
I got a quote up on my computer that I                                          
just happened to have here we must we                                           
have most of us being reared and now                                            
live under the influence of Galatian ISM                                        
Protestant theology at last is for the                                          
most part thoroughly Galatian eyes in                                           
that neither law nor grace are given                                            
they're distinct in separate places as                                          
in the counsels of God but are mingled                                          
together in one incoherent system that                                          
he is that a Protestant theology but                                            
that's true of evangelical theology once                                        
again where neither law nor grace are                                           
given their distinct separate places                                            
in in Baptist churches evangelical                                              
churches even you've been a lot of                                              
independent fundamentalist Baptist                                              
churches and so many churches this is                                           
doesn't happen so much admit extra just                                         
but that mixing of law and grace they're                                        
not given their distinct places so who                                          
do you find that allows for baptism but                                         
doesn't mix law and grace or Kingdom                                            
and grace who do you fight well you find                                        
Bullinger but Bollinger doesn't allow                                           
for baptism so i'm not bullying right                                           
you see our stem stems got some great                                           
stuff                                                                           
Marine Bible Society he started that                                            
he's got some great stuff but every                                             
every other page is is against water                                            
baptism it's kind of like for a for a                                           
lot of Baptist preachers every other                                            
scriptures about tithing                                                        
you know those boys they should have                                            



been tithing to their church and God                                            
wouldn't have sent those she-bears out                                          
of there they they'd have been tithe and                                        
they too had their attitudes right                                              
wouldn't it talked about that                                                   
bald-headed preacher they can turn any                                          
passage into a tithing passage so I                                             
think stam's just overly focused he had                                         
some great insights and kind of makes it                                        
where you can't just generally publicize                                        
him because he's always going over I'm                                          
talking about about baptism even in                                             
places where it's not about baptism I                                           
respect his position and and I've said                                          
this about some of my King James only                                           
friends I'd rather hang out with the                                            
King James only friend then you know the                                        
guy who's always using the NIV ESV RSV                                          
NASB whatever the latest is and the same                                        
I'd rather if put me on a desert island                                         
and I can only choose one theologian to                                         
be with I'm gonna choose you know                                               
stambha for a lot of you know just about                                        
all of them or bollinger before just                                            
about these are there guys with great                                           
insights do I have to agree with him on                                         
everything No                                                                   
so where am i what uh I don't know I'm                                          
this is one of the reasons I have always                                        
been hesitant to hitch my wagon to                                              
anybody's movement because I know that                                          
pretty quick I'm gonna get kicked out                                           
somewhere they're gonna find something                                          
that I just don't quite fit now might I                                         
say I wish that Christianity                                                    
was a little more I want to be a bib                                            
lettuce that's where I want to be and                                           
you give me your argument but I gotta                                           
come from Scripture and I want to see it                                        
in Scripture and I want to deal with it                                         
a little while I want to I want to say                                          
look I really do see an issue right                                             
there in the conclusion that you have                                           
brought and that then we can have lunch                                         
together and I don't there's not enough                                         
of that there's there's too many pigeon                                         
holes and not enough independence and I                                         
think we ought to have some independence                                        
thanks Craig I appreciate that good                                             
question I wish I had an answer I wish I                                        
knew who I was I wish I had a home I                                            
wish I had a home but I don't I got an                                          
African violet Danny says do you think                                          
God designed different views on theology                                        
to keep us talking about him that would                                         
be kind of a Donald Trump move wouldn't                                         
it never thought about that I I'm not                                           
going to put it on God at the beginning                                         
but I'm gonna say maybe God has used our                                        
differences in theology for his benefit                                         
in that because we have theological                                             
differences we end up digging into the                                          



word I tell you you know I love to ask                                          
people I haven't asked Dan you know I'll                                        
have to do it sometime but I love to ask                                        
people how did you find our ministry and                                        
almost always the the biggest one is my                                         
pastor was becoming a Calvinist and so I                                        
was looking up you know information on                                          
Calvinism and I found you teaching                                              
against Calvinism and and I found you                                           
and I said yeah that's that's it that's                                         
it that's it                                                                    
and they found this through there now                                           
whether it was that issue or the                                                
probably the number two issue is that                                           
you know my pastor was going into the                                           
church growth movement Rick Warren all                                          
that kind of stuff and and I found this                                         
article that you wrote about why I'm                                            
leaving the church growth movement and                                          
you know then I've started listening so                                         
theological differences                                                         
do tend to drive us into the word to                                            
study the word to figure out the word so                                        
I don't know that God designed different                                        
views about him I think that what we                                            
read in Scripture is that God wants us                                          
to actually come to the truth and hold                                          
to the truth which would go against                                             
God's sort of planting you know                                                 
different theological errors out there                                          
but what happened is we don't always go                                         
to the word we don't always go to the                                           
truth and we end up with these                                                  
theological errors and then God you sort                                        
of uses the drawback to his word - to                                           
get us to study - so there is some                                              
advantage to that                                                               
and that got to say to me in you as well                                        
you know let's for example with                                                 
bollinger there's no need to dump him                                           
out just because of his his bad                                                 
assumption on the age of the of the                                             
church let's let's interact with him                                            
let's try to figure it out and let's                                            
keep talking about him amen very good I                                         
appreciate that okay our last question                                          
of the day comes from rich new name I'm                                         
glad you're here with us sorry I put you                                        
off till the end the serpent in Genesis                                         
3 then the hash well was it a snake or a                                        
shining one seems Eve would have been a                                         
little more susceptible of a talking                                            
snake since the scripture doesn't really                                        
mention other talking creatures other                                           
than a donkey later on and might I                                              
mention that that donkey was a very rare                                        
experience I added that on there I you                                          
know that scripture word for snake our                                          
translated snake we had this question                                           
recently before as well you might use                                           
the search box and just double check                                            
this and I may have some more to say                                            



there but Genesis chapter 3 where                                               
verse two oh it was right in verse one                                          
have actually now be serpent let's pull                                         
the word here again Strong's Greek word                                         
let's look at every time it's used in                                           
the scriptures so we have serpent                                               
through Genesis and Exodus fiery serpent                                        
my guess is if we look the fiery serpent                                        
is actually the same word because the                                           
word has this idea of shining within it                                         
so shining serpent or fiery serpent                                             
that's the snakes in the wilderness goes                                        
through then serpent all the way through                                        
so at least in letting the English Bible                                        
interpret itself it's English but isn't                                         
it odd that this serpent comes and                                              
starts speaking to Eve and she doesn't                                          
say timeout serpents don't speak so when                                        
we look then at the particular word                                             
let's pull up Strong's there are some                                           
others we could look into more here but                                         
a serpent snake fleeing serpent                                                 
occurring once it comes from 51 or if                                           
this is where 51 75 comes from 51 72 so                                         
let's just back up here and see the root                                        
of it and here it is translates as                                              
enchantment I speak to you from the land                                        
of the Hache enchantment divine                                                 
enchanter okay so here's the root of it                                         
and then working through that root 73                                           
again enchantment here's where we come                                          
into some things that are interesting                                           
also Nahash there it is and notice that                                         
this word right here and this word right                                        
here I want you to look at those with                                           
your eyeballs it doesn't matter if you                                          
don't know he                                                                   
don't they look the same you read from                                          
right to left in Hebrew and look that                                           
letter looks like that letter and that                                          
letter looks like that letter ah it's                                           
the same word and here it is brass or                                           
copper or bronze there is within this                                           
root this idea of shining the shining                                           
wood there's some sort of glow about                                            
this now the serpent of course after he                                         
talked to Eve which underwent a curse so                                        
I'm not sure you can take to go back to                                         
our screen here let's go back here and                                          
you've got these early verses in chapter                                        
3 and then you've got the later verses                                          
beginning say in chapter 3 verse 13 the                                         
serpent beguiled me and then we're going                                        
to get in beginning in verse 14 onward                                          
because thou has done this thou art                                             
cursed that says every time we see this                                         
thing after Genesis 3:14 it's a very                                            
different thing than we saw before verse                                        
14 so I think that rich are very much on                                        
onto something here that this snake was                                         
something bright shiny I would even say                                         
talking to her maybe even this is you                                           



know Lucifer that Lucifer comes down and                                        
in in this form whatever whatever it is                                         
I think we have something that was                                              
different in verses 1 through 13 than 14                                        
on through the rest of the scripture and                                        
what we have now is maybe just a a glim                                         
or a hint of all that I know probably                                           
all hate snakes but you'd agree with me                                         
they shine typically not every snake but                                        
most makes have a little bit of shine to                                        
them and they are might we say trying to                                        
give the been trying to put this as                                             
nicely as we can                                                                
they are exotic there's something                                               
enchanting about them they are I think                                          
of for some reason the old cartoon                                              
version of Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle                                         
Book and the little snake there come to                                         
me come to me right go back and watch it                                        
if you want although you probably                                               
shouldn't watch the Disney because                                              
they've gone to pot but anyway I think                                          
there is something enchanting something                                         
shining about this that gives us just a                                         
hint of the future of the previous glory                                        
that was given now that serpent we know                                         
now later that it was it was Satan the                                          
adversary of the devil and so we say you                                        
know the devil came to even the garden                                          
in it and that's true came in the form                                          
of this serpent whatever this creature                                          
was there I think there's something                                             
going on there that she does not see                                            
this as unusual at least in what we've                                          
got right there okay I have taken over                                          
time but let me just say a couple of                                            
things before I leave one is that we                                            
still have this special going on making                                         
sense of God's plan for Humanity                                                
dispensational publishing dot-com will                                          
publish this book and easy to guide                                             
understand guide to dispensationalism                                           
one of our early books that we put out                                          
dr. Doug boson and save 40% that's                                              
wholesale cost right there say 40% and                                          
it was only $11.99 to begin with so you                                         
can get that for I think $7 $0.19 you                                           
use coupon code Wednesday at                                                    
dispensational publishing that's good                                           
today and tomorrow so go get those right                                        
away and let me say why don't you sign                                          
up for the retreat Randy white                                                  
ministries o-r-g just click the retreat                                         
button and let me say                                                           
this is Thursday so tonight at 7:00 p.m.                                        
mountain we do the book of Galatians                                            
verse by verse I'd love to see you we're                                        
doing an overview of the book of                                                
Galatians and then let's see let me also                                        
say that we've got some new stuff on the                                        
website Sarah coming up on the website                                          
and I am excited about this Nathan over                                         



there has been working hard on the beta                                         
version of our website right now                                                
Randy white ministries that our G is the                                        
site that always works Randy white                                              
ministries.com CLM is the site that has                                         
this and here is today's broadcast going                                        
on right here                                                                   
and you got your chat box right here                                            
that is carried out there you see we're                                         
running a little behind it's on a little                                        
bit of delay all these series here that                                         
are you're used to seeing all of that                                           
but let me show you something I'm                                               
excited about and that is you can go                                            
right here to Bible and click that and                                          
here is the Bible now is this an again a                                        
beta version there's gonna be so much                                           
more to it they'll be like a dual text                                          
that you can put several versions of the                                        
scripture up here sync those text or                                            
keep them in two different places if you                                        
want to look at Genesis 1 and John 1 at                                         
the same time whatever that may be                                              
and you've got your scripture here now                                          
one of the things I've liked about this                                         
is that it gives you the opportunity to                                         
let's say go over here and we're going                                          
to pick I don't know let's say Psalms                                           
and let's go to the first Psalm and it's                                        
a beta version have I mentioned that and                                        
why looky there there's the programmer                                          
but we go to let's go back here to                                              
Deuteronomy chapter 1                                                           
there we go and you've got that and then                                        
you'll be able to go right here those                                           
three little dots right there and create                                        
a note and there it is it says Genesis                                          
but he's fixing that it's actually                                              
Deuteronomy chapter 1 verse 1 and you                                           
can just say you know whatever it is my                                         
note and create your note and it will                                           
save it right down here for you and                                             
you'll later be able to look at dr.                                             
White's notes all of those through the                                          
scripture will be right here you can't                                          
you'll be able to share your notes with                                         
maybe a Bible study group or a friend                                           
who's studying the Bible with you and                                           
then it is going your notes are going to                                        
remain and every time you come back yeah                                        
like a Genesis chapter 1 there is my                                            
note or again back here in what we're                                           
we're in Deuteronomy chapter 1 there is                                         
my note that I just put in there and                                            
lots of good stuff that will be able to                                         
you'll be able to use and share and get                                         
all sorts of good stuff there so                                                
appreciate Nathan working on that even                                          
though Psalms doesn't work hello hello                                          
but we'll get that there and we'll learn                                        
all about Psalms right here at our                                              
retreat went way over time today don't                                          



charge any extra I'll be back seven                                             
o'clock tonight we'll be studying the                                           
Word of God you don't need a reason to                                          
live you need an African violence go get                                        
that go go go take on the day is that                                           
what dr. somebody used to say Laura I                                           
think it was god bless you question the                                         
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